WALKING OVER FROM GONDA

Walk east on Charles E. Young Drive, South to the traffic light at the driveway for Parking Structure 9. Cross the street towards CHS. Once you enter the building, you will be on Corridor 6 of Floor 1. Continuing walking down Corridor 6 until you see Corridor 3. Make a left at Corridor 3 and then a right onto Corridor 2. Walk down Corridor 2 to the elevator located at the SW corner of the intersection of Corridor 2 and Corridor 7. Take the elevator down to A-level, and walk around the corner until you see A2-342.

WALKING OVER FROM LIFE SCIENCES

Take the bridge over from Life Sciences Building (LSB) to CHS. Please note the 3rd floor of LSB connects to the 4th floor of CHS. Walk down Corridor 2 to the elevator located at the SW corner of the intersection of Corridor 2 and Corridor 7. Take the elevator down to A-level, and walk around the corner until you see A2-342.

Moss Auditorium is located on Corridor 2 of the A-level of CHS (Room A2-342)